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COMO
Create happy memories with your loved ones - come together to unwind and laugh, on your 

favourite sofa - an oasis of comfort, relaxation, and gathering.

At KEBE, we understand that you and your home deserve nothing but the best.

That’s why we made sure the Como sofa enriches any room, big or small.

Aesthetically pleasant, with uniquely designed arms and puffy cushions, it fulfi lls all of your 

desires for a cozy, inviting, and luxurious furniture.
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Anders Nørgaard graduated from The Royal Danish Academy of Fine 

Arts in 1989. In 1994 he established the company Nørgaard Design, 

which has now grown into a recognized Design studio, working with 

both Danish and International clients. 

Nørgaard Design has its roots in the tradition of Scandinavian Design 

that balances aesthetics and functionality. By combining these values, 

Anders and his team creates design that can easily be integrated into 

various lifestyle and usage situations, while not compromising on the 

expression of detail and the functionality of the product.

MEET THE DESIGNERINSPIRED BY NATURE

REIMAGINE YOUR HOME

Made of RPET bottles and recycled 
polypropylene - which is a special type 
of polypropylene that comes from mask 
leftovers, our fabrics come from the best 
European manufacturers.

The beauty of the perfect interior lies 
in love and care.

The OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 
certifi ed fabrics, which you can fi nd 

in our offer,  are free of harmful 
substances and safe for you and your 

loved ones.

Find inspiration in a high quality 
environment and choose from various 

available fabrics, which enrich your 
house not only with their beauty but 

also with sustainability.
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With uniquely designed arms and puffy cushions, the Como Sofa enriches any room. A simple module system makes it easy to 

create a perfect combination adjusted to various expectations and needs. With many fabrics to choose from, the Como sofa 

allows for making a spacious U-shaped seating area or keeping it simple with just a 2-seater.

CREATE YOUR SOFA

1

CHOOSE COVER2

When choosing a cover, think of both the colors and the scheme of the room. You can match the sofa with the 

interior color palette, or you can contrast it, creating an eye-catching effect. Decide on the texture and choose 

from the plenty of available colors, fabrics, and leathers. It is important to consider not only beauty but also the 

environmental impact of your choices, which is something that KEBE takes into high consideration. 

SELECT MODULES

PREDEFINED COMPOSITIONS

2 Seater sofa 

2 Seater module AL

2 Seater module AR

2 Seater module

2,5 Seater AL + Chaise Longue R

Chaise Longue L + 2 Seater + Open End R Open End L + 2 Seater + Chaise Longue R

2,5 Seater AL + Open End R 2,5 Seater AL + Corner + 2,5 Seater AR

2,5 Seater sofa

2,5 Seater module AL

2,5 Seater module AR

2,5 Seater module

Open End L 

Chaise Longue L Chaise Longue R 

Open End R

Pouf

Corner

95x190 cm

95x167 cm

95x167 cm

95x144 cm 95x180 cm

298x167 cm 298x226 cm 298x262 cm

334x226 cm

334x226 cm

95x167 cm 95x167 cm

95x203 cm

95x203 cm

95x226 cm

95x226 cm 95x226 cm
95x95 cm

95x95 cm

A-> Arm, L-> Left, R -> Right
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The wooden construction of the Como Sofa that includes: chipboard, solid wood and plywood is covered with two grades 

of HR foam. HR foam and no-sag springs under the seat ensures no deformation and guarantees convenience and 

comfort during use. Backrest cushions allow for various and comfortable settings.

METAL LEG

HR Foam 
35 kg

no-sag
springs

HR Foam 
30 kg

recycled
shredded foam
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CHOOSE CUSHIONS

CONSTRUCTION

3

FULL SIZE

STANDARD SIZE

DECORATIVE PILLOW
40x40 cm [no. P08]
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Como Back Cushions and Decorative Pillows are fi lled 

with recycled shredded foam.

The STANDARD width of the back cushions for

all modules is 62 cm, creating distinctive spaces

between them that give the sofa a unique

character.

You can also choose the FULL SIZE option in 

which the back cushions completely fi ll the 

backrest. The width of the cushions is adapted 

to the dimensions of the modules.

At KEBE, we use only high-quality open-cell foam (HIGH RESILIENCY - HR Foam). This dynamic foam bounces back 

exceptionally well, and its cellular structure provides great fl exibility and optimal support.

SEAT
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2,5 SEATER SOFA 
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OPEN END L + 2,5 SEATER  AR 

STANDARD SIZE 
PILLOW
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CHAISE LONGUE L + 2 SEATER + OPEN END R   
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2,5 SEATER AL + CORNER + 2 SEATER AR

FULL SIZE
PILLOW
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Create your perfect interior by combining our beautiful chairs with Como Sofa. You can customize and match them with colors 

and fabrics to achieve the ideal combination of style and comfort. Whether you prefer a modern, minimalist look or a more 

traditional style, we can assure you that you will fi nd something that suits you well. Reimagine your home by choosing sofas 

and chairs, both durable and functional, from the same trusted and environmentally friendly brand that KEBE is known for.

SOFA & CHAIR - THE 
MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN
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